
There are many YouTube videos on slider card. 
 
How its Made: 
 
Take your4” x 5 1/6” yellow card stock and 3 ¾” x 5” designer paper and adhere them 
together to make a panel. Using a die cutting machine and ark/slider die cut a channel 
about ¾” from the top of the panel. Save the cut out. Cut and size green card stock for the 
landscaping, stamp with grass stamp and layer on the bottom panel. Cut sun and moon 
out. Using the slider/ark die cut the sun in half and save the cut out.  
 
Stamp critters and color them to your liking. I could just see the little hedgehog using a 
pinhole camera method like we did in elementary school. Cut little squares for the 
hedgehog. Adhere critters to front of panel. Take the adhesive strips and frame the back 
of the panel edges. Adhere to 4 ¼” x 5 ½” white card. Glue the ark cut out in the channel, 
and glue the sun pieces in and on each side of the channel. Put a penny centered in the 
channel then a rounded dimensional on top of the penny. Put another penny on top of that 
(make a penny sandwich), lastly put your moon on top of the penny. 
 
Have Fun! 
 
List of Materials: 
 

 White card stock 4 ¼” x 11” score at 5 ½” 
 Yellow Card stock 4” x 5 ¼” 
 Designer paper by Ella & Viv 3 ¾” x 5” 
 Green, yellow, and black card stock for the sun, moon, and grass 

 
Stamps Used: 
 

 Cat and Dog Looking at Sky #32511 
 Small Ferret (First stamp I bought from RubberHedgehog in 2002) 
 Hedgehog #8803 (from 2008) 
 Grass #9808  

 
Other Stuff Needed: 
 

 Adhesive strip & dimensional 
 Stitched landscape dies 
 Ark/slider die 
 Lawn fawn sun die 
 1 ¼ circle punch for moon 
 2 pennies, glue dots, glue, die cutting machine, tape runner, and inks 


